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Abstract—The applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in
Education is growing continuously. One of the recent AI
applications introduced to Education is the Chatbot technology,
used to support teaching and administrative tasks. A long
standing problem in Computer Science Education (CSE) is how
to improve program comprehension for novice programmers.
So far, CSE has not seen any Chatbot for supporting the
teaching of programming. This paper proposed a Chatbot
named Python-Bot that helps novice programmers to un-
derstand Python’s basic syntactic structures and semantics.
Python-Bot was implemented on an existing Chatbot API
(called SnatchBot) and an evaluation was performed to prove
the effectiveness of Python-Bot. The results suggest that
Python-Bot can support novice programmers in the com-
prehension of programs written in Python. Python-Bot can
be found at: https://tinyurl.com/pythonbotchatbot2020.

Index Terms—Chatbot, Python Programming, Novice Pro-
grammers, Computer Science Education, Program Comprehen-
sion, SnatchBot.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOVICE programmers struggle to comprehend computer
programming [1, 2], having to learn various set of

skills simultaneously [3] including programming constructs
(such as arrays, loops, conditional statements, etc.) [4, 5],
and debugging process [6]. One of the challenging issues
contributing to this problem is inadequate support provided
to the students [7, 8]. Studies have shown that the
introductory programming courses have a high drop-out
rate [7, 9], due to lack of adequate learning aids that can
support the students [10, 11]. A large number of students
are admitted into different institutions annually, resulting
in an increase in the ratio of students per teacher [12, 13].
This decreases students’ learning opportunities [7, 14], as a
result, there is need to improve the teaching of this subject
by any innovation available [15, 16], in this case — Chatbots.

Programming is a challenging subject to teach [17, 18],
and it is one of the required skills in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR) [19, 20]. Most students
dislike programming subjects believing that these subjects
are hard to learn [21]. Altadmri and Brown [2] revealed
that students have issues in writing and designing a clear
program. Thus, technological innovations, powered by
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) are needed as interventions in
addressing this problem [22, 23].

One way to approach this is the adoption of technological
tools that aid the teaching and learning of programming [1].
There exist a number of Chatbots in Education, but to the
best of our knowledge, none has been designed to teach
Python programming. Some existing Chatbots in Education
include Chatbots for: students’ support [10], asking and
answering queries [24], mobile language learning [25],
answering university related questions [26], finding paths
on a university campus [27], and so on. The introduction
of Chatbots in Education can be seen as a significant
advancement and an innovative solution for improving
learning of difficult subjects [10, 11]. Using Chatbots can
change the pace at which students can learn without being
compelled to [28]. The use of Chatbots in learning enables
students to be more agile, customised, engaged and inspired
[10, 29].

This work presents a chatbot for teaching programming,
called Python-Bot. This chatbot is designed to help
students in learning Python programming. Python-Bot
explains programming concepts to students, provides
supports for booking appointments with lecturer or tutors,
and supplies the students with a bank of pre-defined
programming problems. SnatchBot, a platform for creating
chatbots, was used to create Python-Bot, and the new
chatbot is deployed as a mobile web application. SnatchBot
provides the user with an Interface unit, a Knowledge
unit (for processing user messages), and a Message bank
(containing predefined answers). The knowledge unit
comprises of the query and Artificial Intelligence Markup
language (AIML) interfaces. AIML enables the Chatbot to
check the input of the user with the predefined messages in
the message bank in order to provide a matching response
to the user. This interaction can be deployed to the social
media network through the Integration unit. The operation
flow of SnatchBot is shown in Figure 1.

The following are the contributions of this work. We have:
1) developed a chatbot for novice programmers to support

the learning of Python programming, and
2) conducted an evaluation of how helpful the chatbot is

to students.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
presents background and related work. Section III describes
the design of Python-Bot and Section IV explains the
implementation and results. Section V discusses the evalua-
tion and Section VI summarises the scope of Python-Bot.
Section VII is the conclusion and future work.
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Fig. 1: The flow of SnatchBot

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, the background of Chatbots with much
emphasis on the applications thereof in Education is pre-
sented. Chatbot system is an AI technology being used in
various aspects of life activities including Healthcare [30],
Finance [31], Social interactions [32] and Education [33, 11].
Several organisations have developed APIs or platforms for
creating Chatbots, such as: IBM Watson [34], Microsoft
Cortana, Apple Siri [10, 35] and Facebook M [36].

A. What is a Chatbot?

Chatbot system is a smart conversational agent or dialog
system that promotes interactive learning [37]. An intelligent
agent able to communicate with a user in order to answer a
number of questions and provide the correct response [10].
Modern dialog systems usually adopt a hybrid design com-
bining handcrafted states and procedures with computational
machine learning algorithms [38, 39, 40]. The architecture
involves a collection of interrelated subsystems that are
closely linked to the development of the microservice archi-
tecture [41, 42]; that is, small interconnected components that
communicate through a lightweight protocol over the Internet
[43]. These systems depend on an initial Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) module to determine intentions and
extract the appropriate data from the user queries they take
as input [44]. The need for Educational Chatbot systems has
increased with the extensive use of computers and mobile
devices with the ability to interact, and the willingness of
their manufacturers to deliver natural language interfaces.
More so, Knill et al. [45] found in the Education domain
that Chatbot technology amplifies the learning system.

B. Chatbot as a Teaching and Learning Tool

Technology offers many learning opportunities, and the
internet has tremendous potential [46]. The introduction
of AI in Education is changing the learning process [10].
Students learn and absorb information through AI tools
like Chatbot [33, 47]. Today’s teachers are able to offer
the learners with a customized learning environment thanks
to AI. Researchers have developed a number of learning
tools to improve the Education system [48]. Chatbots,
as conversational agents, act as game changers in the
innovative learning world [10, 49], and are built to enhance
the interaction and collaboration among the students and
their courses [50, 51]. Several studies have emphasized

that Chatbots are useful for learning [10, 33, 52]. Clarizia
et al [10] stated that the Chatbot system is one of the
key innovative solutions that fills the technological and
educational gap.

Knill et al [45] noticed that with a Chatbot conversation,
teachers could observe the type of questions that students ask,
the subject’s problem areas, and measure student learning
abilities. As the development of Chatbot technology ad-
vances, there are more cases of use in almost every conceiv-
able industry. Chatbots have recently started to be introduced
in Education, and the expected effects are extensive. Tradi-
tionally, the adaptation of new technologies to Education is a
little slower, but the innovation trend in the 4IR era is creating
rapid changes. Educators and administrators who understand
Chatbots’ importance will discover an easy and economical
way to engage more students and simplify teaching and
learning processes. Chatbots plays vital role in Education.
Some of these roles include providing the students with an
interactive learning environment, support to teachers, spelling
and grammatical checking [10]. Chatbots also serve as a
means of social learning [53], providing personal advice
[54] used as online assessments [55], replying to students’
queries, and checking their assignments [24].

C. Related Work

We could not find a Chatbot specifically designed to teach
Python programming, however, related works (similar bots)
in this area are as follows:
Questions and Answers Clarizia et al [10] created a Chat-

bot prototype. The model uses Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) method to detect students’ questions and
provide the accurate answers to the student. Sharod et al
[24] developed a Chatbot system for answering queries.
The system can automatically respond to a query from
a user on behalf of an individual, for learning pur-
poses. Ranoliya et al [26] designed a Chatbot that
uses the Artificial Intelligence Markup Language and
Latent Semantic Analysis to provide correct responses
to questions based on the FAQ dataset.

Language Concepts Pham et al [25] built an English
learner Chatbot. The system is set up on mobile devices
for communication with users. The Chatbot will auto-
matically alert students to learn and propose solutions
to multiple-choice questions. It can also assist users
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learn new language concepts. Zhao et al [56] created
a learning tool called APIHelper that helps novice
Android programmers learn how to use the APIs. Zaw et
al [57] developed a Java programming learning tool that
provides different kinds of exercise problems for study
coverage at different levels.

Administrative and Services In a study to discuss learning
environment, Hein et al [58], developed a Chatbot that
automatically responds to a student question on behalf
of the academic staff on the delivery of the Education
system. The Chatbot will play the role of a digital assis-
tant, providing tertiary institutions with ways to enhance
their present services, develop new innovative products,
and minimize labour costs. Some of the AI techniques
used in building the system include text classification
and named entity recognition. Röhrig and Heß [59]
have developed a mobile manipulator platform that can
enable human-robot collaboration services, and mobile
manipulation can be used in research and education
[60]. Information technology enables the creation and
functioning of collaborative applications [61].

Evaluation Platform Introducing Computer Science con-
cepts to high school students in an innovative way,
Nicol et al [12] presented a Chatbot designed platform
using pattern matching, finite state automata, and state-
of-the-art lemmatization methods to offer students with
automated formative evaluation. To improve analytical
thought, Mor et al [62] suggested a Chatbot model and
architecture based on skill training and evaluation. The
Chatbot provide a conversational interface to simulate a
lab experience and setting based on activities.

D. Chatbot Development Platforms
A Chatbot Development Platform is a tool/application that

can be used to create a Chatbot. These platforms support
software developers by building a stream, offering Machine
Learning capabilities and integration with APIs to add more
features to your Bot. Several platforms can be used to build
Chatbots quickly and easily including Microsoft’s Azure Bot
Framework, Google’s Dialogflow, Amazon’s Alexa, Face-
book’s Bots for Messenger, ManyChat, GupShup, Chatfuel,
Botsify [25], and SnatchBot. The SnatchBot platform allows
developers to create interactions from Chatbot that address a
range of business issues. Python-Bot was developed using
the Snatchbot platform concepts.

E. The Gap
From the literature, tools are needed to support students

during their learning process. Various types of Chatbot
have been designed and created for different activities in
Education. No attempt has been made to create a Chatbot
for teaching Python programming. If such a Chatbot is
developed, it should help instructors save time in responding
to student queries as well as help students learn how to
program in Python. This paper proposed a Chatbot for
teaching Python programming.

F. Motivation
The software engine that drives the 4IR is AI [63, 64].

Technology advancement through the Machine Learning

system enables digital revolution [65, 66]. As a consequence,
machines no longer capture explicit knowledge (where hu-
mans can explain a sequence of relatively logical steps) but
are now creating a tacit understanding the intuitive, know-
how integrated into the human mind. The introduction of AI
technology in Education will bring significant improvements,
allow fresh possibilities to teach and learn anywhere at any
time, and provide fresh instruments and techniques for im-
proving learning results and supporting innovative teaching
and learning [67]. The skills required to build and operate AI
technologies are based on the knowledge of programming.
Unfortunately, Computer Programming courses were seen
by students as difficult to learn and shy away from them.
There is therefore a need to simplify the teaching and
learning methods of Computer Programming in order to
motivate students’ interests in programming. Python-Bot
is designed to provide an easy-to-use Python programming
learning platform for students.

III. CHATBOT DESIGN

In this section, the system design of Python-Bot
with an example of a working algorithm are presented.
The development of Python-Bot follows SnatchBot
platform principles (mainly drag-and-drop, code-free
design). SnatchBot provides an in-built editor that can be
used to develop a simple or complex conversation with
action buttons and translations. Also, SnatchBot allows you
to create many interactions in relation with activities of the
Chatbot. During our development, we created interactions
that are used to describe the subjects. For example, in
building an interaction between the Chatbot and the user
to introduce themselves, we created an interaction called
Introduction. In a similar way, many other interactions
were created including Name, Rename, Goodbye, Contents,
Concepts, Exercises, etc. The subjects are the predefined
response patterns from the Chatbot including messages,
videos, graph, etc. With SnatchBot, we created a design
consisting of interactions and subjects. Figure 2 shows some
part of the building scheme of Python-Bot.

Fig. 2: The building Scheme of Python-Bot

In Python-Bot, we have 50 interactions. With
SnatchBot’s capabilities, interactions are linked together
locally and globally for efficient operations. Local
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connections can only work on a specific interaction,
while global connections can work on all interactions.
All connections are in the form of a logical statement:
if x then y else K. The algorithm below shows the
main activity in the information decision section of the
Python-Bot.

Algorithm 1: Python-Bot Information Decision
Input: Topic (this is the topic deduced from the text
entered by the user);

if Topic Matches Message Bank then
return predefined response
(3: Topic ∈ Response) // returns predefined
responses such that the response is in the
collection of responses for the topic;

else
return default answer (select a topic);

end

The Python-Bot’s functional decision in response to
user queries is shown in Figure 3.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Python-Bot was developed with the SnatchBot API,
using it’s predefined tools that is driven by various NLP
algorithms. SnatchBot is a website for Chatbot creation.
It helps you to handle end-to-end bot management from
creating and reviewing flows to publishing and reporting
performance. It communicates with many social networking
and communication sites, including Facebook, Slack, Skype,
Viber, Twitter, etc. Another interesting feature of SnatchBot
is the Channel. The SnatchBot Channel is made up of an
integrated Application Programming Interface (API). This
allows Chatbots to be deployed on websites and social
networks. Through the SnatchBot Channel, Python-Bot
is placed on a website. Students may use their smartphones
or laptops to connect to the website to chat with the Chatbot,
making Python-Bot accessible to novice programmers
for learning how to program in Python.

Python-Bot starts an operation with the introduction
of the Bot and the user. It describes itself and seeks the
student’s willingness to engage in conversation, as well as
recognition of the student’s name. The Bot receives the
student’s query, prepares it and answers the student by
sending him/her predefined textual insights into the subject.
Also, it provides some examples of the implementation of
Python algorithms and outputs showing the willingness of
the user to participate in a learning conversation and the
ability of the Bot to provide the correct answers. A sample
discussion with Python-Bot is shown in Figures 4a and
4b.

SnatchBot provides a Natural Language Processing (NLP)
capability that enables Python-Bot to understand and
function appropriately on the context of a user’s response
or query. This is done by breaking a sentence into basic
parts including entity and intent. While the entity represents
the object, the purpose of the sentence is covered by the

intent. For the NLP module to achieve particular goals,
we had to define the types of entity and intent it would
recognise. In other words, we used some predefined NLP
models in SnatchBot for each of the entity and intent
that we want Python-Bot to identify. The models use
Machine Learning to make decisions in any new sentence
they encounter, using the samples provided as the basis. In
this work, two NLP models were used to provide support to
learners, including model that detects the date (entity) and
one that detects the time (intent) for appointment. During a
conversation with Python-Bot, a student may need the
attention of a tutor or lecturer requiring a meeting.

These models help to generate the appropriate date and
time for a meeting based on the predefined dates and times
available. In addition, an email message will automatically be
sent to the tutor/lecturer to notify him/her of the meeting. If
the meeting is confirmed by the tutor/lecturer, the student can
have a face-to-face discussion with the tutor/lecturer. Figures
5a and 5b demonstrates the Python-Bot’s NLP capability
of creating a meeting appointment to provide the learners
with physical support.

V. SCOPE OF PYTHON-BOT

This section summarises the scope of Python-Bot’s
operations covering main Chatbot functionalities; including
how it introduces itself to students, shares programming
concepts and provides support capability.
Introduction Python-Bot begins by first introducing it-

self and asking the user to introduce himself or herself.
This enables the Chatbot to keep record of the user name
and conversation period (starting time, ending time and
duration of the conversation).

Programming Concepts The Python-Bot provides de-
tail explanation of Python programming concepts in-
cluding Data Types, Expressions, Control Statements,
Strings, Text Files, Lists, Dictionaries, Tuples, Problem
Solving, and Algorithms.

Python-Bot can also discuss algorithms that are free of
programming language syntax. Examples of the some content
shared by Python-Bot to assist novice programmers in
understanding the grammatical structure of if statements is:

IF (logical condition(s)) THEN
Statement block 1

ELSE
Statement block 2

END IF

Python-Bot proceeds to explain to the user the
process of writing or constructing an algorithm. For
instance, to write an algorithm to find the average
of two numbers. It displays an explains these steps:

Algorithm: Find the Average of Two Numbers

Step 1: Add the two numbers and save this
result in a variable.

Step 2: Divide this new number by the
number or constant ‘‘two’’,
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Fig. 3: The Flow of Python-Bot

and save this result
in a variable.

Step 3: Provide this number (result from
step 2) to the rest of the program
(or print it for the user).

Other examples of conversations that Python-Bot can
have includes how to append items to lists, extend lists
and display these lists in Python; using the examples:

Append: To add an element into an existing list

>>> example = [1, 2]

>>> example.append(10)
>>> example

{[1, 2, 10]}

Extend: To extend one list with another list

>>> example = [1, 2, 10]
>>> example.extend([11, 12, 13])
>>> example

{[1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 13]}

Support Capability Python-Bot uses the NLP capability
models to provide support to the learners by enabling
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(a) Starting a conversation with Python-Bot

(b) Examples of Python code examples displayed to the user

Fig. 4: Screenshots of starting a conversation with
Python-Bot

them to set up a meeting with the tutor or lecturer.
Accordingly, the Python-Bot will generate the date
and time of the meeting with respect to the user’s
response to Python-Bot queries.

(a) Processing of date for a meeting

(b) Processing of time for a meeting

Fig. 5: Python-Bot NLP capability

VI. EVALUATION AND APPLICATION OF PYTHON-BOT

This section presents the outcomes from an online sur-
vey evaluation of the students’ opinion of the use of
Python-Bot and its possible usefulness.
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A. Evaluation of Python-Bot

A survey was conducted at the University of Johannesburg,
South Africa, and the target audience includes the first-year
students taking the Python programming introductory course
as well as those who have completed the course before. This
demographic was selected because they are considered to
be novice programmers. The purpose of the experimental
campaign was to determine:

1) how easy do they find the design and use of
Python-Bot, and

2) if using Python-Bot improves students’ program
comprehension.

A total of 205 responses were received. Approximately
73% (150) of the respondents were students who have done
Python programming course. Students were asked about their
perception of:
Computer Programming Courses This tested students’

general perceptions of Computer Programming courses
in order to determine their feelings regarding learning
the courses. 60.5% believed that the courses are
difficult, 27.3% find the courses to be easy and 12.2%
were indifferent. This is shown in Figure 6a.

Use of Python-Bot This tested how user-friendly
Python-Bot is. 73.7% believed that the tool is easy
to use, 15.6% found it difficult to use and 10.7% were
indifferent. See Figure 6b.

Correct Suggestions This tested the Python-Bot
responses to determine the degree of accuracy.
Overwhelming 99% of the students agreed that
Python-Bot suggestions were accurate and 2%
disagreed. See Figure 6c.

Making Learning Easy The effect of using the
Python-Bot on the programming skills of the
students was checked. 81.4% of the students believed
that using Python-Bot would make learning Python
programming easier, 4.5% did not believe and 14.1%
were not precise of their opinion. See Figure 6d.

The results showed that a large number of students saw
Computer Programming courses as difficult to learn, which
means that students need the support of learning aids. The
design of Python-Bot was user-friendly, making it easy
for students to use. By providing accurate suggestions, the
use of Python-Bot makes learning Python programming
easier for students and thus improves their programming
skills.

B. Application of Python-Bot

As a result of COVID-19 pandemic in the early months
of 2020, the schools are closed and the students were in
their respective homes. There are approximately 160 first
year students in the Department of Applied Information
Systems at the University of Johannesburg, South Africa,
taking the Python introductory programming course for
the first time. Python-Bot was used to administer the
teaching and learning of the course content. With the help
of Python-Bot support capability, students were able
schedule appointments to have discussions with a tutor or

the lecturer for assistance when needed. From the students’
perception, the use of Python-Bot was helpful in learning
the subject.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a Chatbot system called
Python-Bot that assists novice programmers in learning how
to program in Python. Python-Bot was created using Snatch-
Bot API. The Chatbot can be deployed on the website and
on social networking platforms. The evaluation results show
that a vast majority of students currently taking a Python
programming course and those who did the course before
agreeing that the tool is user-friendly, simplifies program-
ming logic and enhances their Python programming skills.
Furthermore, this tool was used to support the teaching of
introductory programming to students during the COVID-19
pandemic.

B. Future Work

There are several programming language courses in the
field of computer science. In the future, this tool will be
extended to include the teaching and learning of these
subjects. For many other undergraduate courses, the creation
of Chatbot systems can help in assisting the online learning
platform.
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